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We study the diffusive dynamics of adparticles in two model systems with strong interactions by
considering the decay of the single-particle velocity correlation functionf(t). In accordance with
previous studies, we findf(t) to decay nonexponentially and follow a power-lawf(t);t2x at
intermediate timest, while at long times there is a crossover to an exponential decay. We
characterize the behavior of the decay exponentx in detail in various ordered phases and in the
vicinity of phase boundaries. We find that within the disordered phase, the behavior ofx can be
rationalized in terms of interaction effects. Namely,x is typically larger than two in cases where
repulsive adparticle–adparticle interactions dominate, while attractive interactions lead tox,2. In
ordered phases, our results suggest that the behavior ofx is mainly governed by ordering effects that
determine the local structure in which adatoms diffuse. Then the decay is characterized by 1,x
,2 under conditions where diffusion is truly two-dimensional, while in phases where adatoms
diffuse in a one-dimensional fashion along ideal rows of vacancies, we find a regime characterized
by x,1. Also, changes in the qualitative behavior ofx are closely related to phase boundaries and
local ordering effects. Our studies suggest thatf(t) can be used to obtain information about the
ordering of the system and about the nature of predominant interactions between adparticles. Our
predictions can be tested experimentally by techniques such as scanning tunneling microscopy, in
which f(t) can be measured in terms of discrete adparticle displacements as shown in this work.
Finally, our studies suggest that the decay of velocity correlations in collective diffusion follows,
qualitatively, the same behavior as the decay of single-particle velocity correlations in tracer
diffusion. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!70246-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In various technologically important processes such
surface growth1 and chemical reactions,2 the dynamics of
individual tagged particles diffusing on surfaces plays a f
damental role. The quantity that characterizes the motion
such particles is the tracer diffusion coefficient3

DT5 lim
t→`

1

2dt
^ur ~ t !2r ~0!u2&, ~1!

whered52 is the dimensionality of the system andr (t) is
the position of the tagged particle at timet. Equivalently,DT

can be defined in terms of the velocity autocorrelation fu
tion f(t)[^v(t)•v(0)& through the Kubo–Green formula,4

DT5
1

d E0

`

f~ t !dt, ~2!
10280021-9606/2000/113(22)/10284/9/$17.00
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where v(t) represents the velocity of the tagged partic
Both approaches are commonly used to calculate the tr
diffusion coefficientDT and therefore to characterize the m
tion of individual tagged particles atlong time and length
scales in the hydrodynamic limit. However, it is obviou
from Eq. ~2! that the most significant contribution toDT

arises fromshort-time correlations in the motion of the
tagged particle, correlations that are quantified by the tim
dependence off(t). The velocity correlation functionf(t)
is thus the central quantity that provides useful informat
of the dynamics of a given tagged particle.

Another quantity often used in describing surface diff
sion is the collective~chemical! diffusion coefficientDC ,
which describes the decay rate of collective density fluct
tions in equilibrium and is closely related to various techn
logical applications such as lubrication and mass tran
during relaxation of surface systems after growth.DC can be
conveniently expressed via the Kubo–Green formula4
4 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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DC5
1

kBTukTNd E0

`

c~ t !dt, ~3!

whereu is the coverage of the particles that form an adla
on the surface,N is the total number of particles, andkT is
the compressibility which is related to particle number flu
tuations within a probe area. The main quantity we wish
focus on in Eq.~3! is the flux correlation functionc(t)
[^J(t)•J(0)&, whereJ(t)5( i 51

N vi(t) is the flux of all dif-
fusing adparticlesi 51,...,N in terms of their velocitiesvi(t).
It plays a role similar to the single-particle velocity correl
tion functionf(t) in that the prefactor in Eq.~3! contains no
dynamic information but the dynamics is wholly describ
by the flux correlation functionc(t). It is important to note
that for interacting systems at higher coverages,DC can be
very different fromDT sinceDC is only somewhat indirectly
related to the motion of individual tagged particles.3,5

Previous surface diffusion studies of the motion of ad
toms and more complex molecules have mainly focused
how the surface diffusion coefficientsDT andDC depend on
thermodynamic conditions such as the presence of var
ordered phases and phase boundaries.3,5–7Also various stud-
ies have revealed intriguing insight of the microscopic dif
sion mechanisms by which adparticles migrate along
surface.8–12 Thus there is considerable knowledge of t
long-time limit characterized by the diffusion coefficient
and also of the various microscopic mechanisms by wh
adparticles move along the surface. However, much les
known about the dynamics at short and intermediate tim
as described by the correlation functionsf(t) andc(t).

In surface systems, the dynamics of adparticle mot
arises first from intrawell motion within an adsorption s
and then from interwell motion due to migration from on
adsorption site to another. If the average transition rate
single-particle jumps is denoted byG, then the fundamenta
time unit of mass transport along the plane is the inve
escape timete51/G. For times t*te , where vibrational
motion is no longer accounted for, it is well known th
lattice-gas descriptions of surface systems work reason
well at low temperatures.6 Then it has been shown that th
leading terms of the correlation functionsf(t) andc(t) are
proportional toG.13,14 The understanding of the behavior
f(t) andc(t) beyond this regime is much more limited, an
constitutes a fundamental problem since they must de
rapidly enough to give finite diffusion coefficients accordi
to Eqs. ~2! and ~3!. Some knowledge is provided by th
understanding of the motion of a Brownian particle who
mass is much larger than those of the surrounding solv
particles, in which casef(t) decays exponentially in time
reflecting the lack of memory effects.4 In surface diffusion
studies an exponential decay off(t) is observed, if adatom
diffusion is considered to be the Brownian motion of ind
pendent particles in a periodic potential, with uncorrela
collisions with the substrate excitations.5,15,16

In real systems of interacting particles, the behavior
f(t) and c(t) is much more complicated.15,16 Even in the
case of individual adatoms, the decay off(t) depends on the
adatom–substrate coupling and may show behavior very
ferent from pure exponential decay.17 Another well-known
Downloaded 12 Feb 2010 to 192.38.67.112. Redistribution subject to AIP
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example is self-diffusion in a fluid, in which the conservatio
of momentum drives the particles to diffuse in a concer
manner under long-ranged hydrodynamic interactions, t
leading to an algebraic decayf(t);t2x with an exponent
x5d/2.4,18,19 In two-dimensional~2D! adsorption systems
however, the situation is very different. The diffusion pr
cesses are driven by thermal fluctuations, and dissipation
curs both through a frictional coupling to the substrate a
through interparticle interactions. The absence of hydro
namic interactions and related conservation laws is there
evident, and thus a long-time power-law decay off(t) is not
to be expected.

However, recent Monte Carlo and molecular dynam
studies of some 2D adsorption systems14,20 and dissipative
2D hard sphere fluids21 have revealed anintermediatealge-
braic decay of velocity correlations in these systems, sp
ning times extending up to about two orders of magnitude
the case of strong interactions.14,20 Results of similar nature
have been found for the decay ofc(t) in 2D adsorption
systems.14 What is possibly most exciting is that recent stu
ies off(t) suggest its power-law decay at intermediate tim
to be a generic feature in interacting dissipative 2
systems,20 since the decay has been observed in the La
muir gas model in which the only interaction between adp
ticles is to exclude double-occupancy of the adsorption si
as well as in various interacting surface systems. This p
vides strong evidence for the idea that the intermed
power-law decay is in part ofentropic origin. The decay
exponent is not universal, however, sincex has been shown
to depend on the range and the strength of adpartic
adparticle interactions.20 How this occurs is not known a
present. Besides of fundamental theoretical interest, it wo
be of practical use to be able to correlate the value ofx as
extracted from measurements3,22 of f(t) or c(t) with, e.g.,
interactions and spatial ordering in a given adsorbate sys

In this work, our purpose is to clarify this issue throug
studies off(t) and c(t) in two strongly interacting 2D
model systems via Monte Carlo~MC! simulations. In most
cases studied, we indeed find a nonexponential regim
intermediate times where the decay can be well appro
mated by power laws such asf(t)}t2x andc(t)}t2y. We
then focus on the behavior ofx and characterize its behavio
in detail in various ordered phases and in the vicinity
phase boundaries. We find that in a disordered phase
behavior ofx can reasonably well be explained in terms
interparticle interactions. Namely, we find thatx is typically
larger than two in cases where repulsive adpartic
adparticle interactions dominate, while attractive interactio
lead tox,2. In ordered phases, we find that predominan
repulsive interactions lead tox that is larger than the expo
nent obtained from predominantly attractive interactio
However, in addition we find that within ordered phasesx
depends very strongly on the degree of order in the sys
and has complex behavior depending on the phase in w
adatoms diffuse. The decay is characterized by 1,x,2 un-
der conditions where diffusion is truly two-dimensiona
while almost one-dimensional diffusion along ideal rows
vacancies in an orderedp(231) phase leads tox,1. Fur-
thermore we find that changes inx are related to phase
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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boundaries and to changes in ordering within the orde
phases. Additional studies ofc(t) suggest that the decay o
velocity correlations in collective diffusion is qualitativel
similar to the decay off(t), although the decay ofc(t) is
much more rapid in most cases. Our results propose
f(t) and c(t) can be used to obtain information about t
ordering of the system and about the nature of predomin
interactions between adparticles. The predictions prese
here can be tested experimentally by techniques such
scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!,22 in which velocity
correlations can be measured in terms of discrete adpar
displacements as shown in this work.

II. VELOCITY CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

In continuum simulation methods such as molecular
namics and Brownian dynamics, velocity correlation fun
tions are readily available. In experiments and in coar
grained simulation methods such as lattice Monte Ca
however, one only observes particle positions at disc
times, and thus extracting information of velocity corre
tions in these cases is not obvious. Recently, the so-ca
‘‘memory expansion’’ method ~MEM! has been
introduced14,20 which can be used to obtain information
velocity correlations from particle displacement data. T
method provides an efficient way to compute the tracer
the collective diffusion coefficientsDT and DC in general,
too. Here we briefly outline this approach by presenting
memory expansions of tracer and collective diffusion in
and then relating them to velocity correlations.

A. Tracer diffusion

Within the MEM for tracer diffusion, one divides th
time t into M time intervals of equal lengtht0 , and dis-
cretizes the positions correspondingly at timestm5mt0 with
m50,1,...,M . Then r (t)[r (Mt0)5(m51

M dR(tm), where
dR(tm)5r (tm)2r (tm21) is the change in the position of th
tagged particle between two consecutive observations
timestm andtm21 . Substitution of this result into Eq.~1! and
exploiting the time translational invariance leads to t
expression14

DT5
t0

4 Ffg~0!12(
k51

`

fg~kt0!G ~4!

in terms of the generalized velocity autocorrelation functio

fg~ t !5^vg~ tm1t !•vg~ tm!&, ~5!

where we have defined the generalized velocityvg(tm)
[dR(tm)/t0 . Obviously, in the limit where the time ste
t0→0, this reduces to the traditional definition off(t) for
the continuous case and the summation formula in Eq.~4!
reduces to the familiar Kubo–Green formula in Eq.~2!.

We note that in the limit of small time displacementst0 ,
even the leading termfg(0) in Eq. ~4! provides useful in-
formation of adatom motion, since in the low-temperatu
limit for a lattice-gas modelfg(0)5a2G/t0 , wherea is the
jump length andG the average transition rate of singl
particle jumps. Then the remaining termsfg(t.0) charac-
terize dynamical correlations~memory effects! between con-
Downloaded 12 Feb 2010 to 192.38.67.112. Redistribution subject to AIP
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secutive displacements of a given particle, and give rise
the correlation factorf T . When combined, one finds thatDT

can be described byDT5a2G f T/4.6,13,23This example dem-
onstrates how studies of short-time velocity correlations
be related to the long-time diffusive behavior.

B. Collective diffusion

For collective diffusion, we proceed in a manner ve
similar to tracer diffusion. Thus we consider particlesi
51,...,N whose positions are denoted byr i(t). We then di-
vide the timet into M time intervals of equal lengtht0 and
discretize the position of the center-of-massRcm(t)
5S i 51

N @r i(t)2r i(0)# at times tm5mt0 with m50,1,...,M .
Then Rcm(t)[Rcm(Mt0)5Sm51

N dRcm(tm), where
dRcm(tm)5Rcm(tm)2Rcm(tm21) is the change in the posi
tion of the center-of-mass between two consecutive obse
tions at timestm andtm21 . This approach allows us to write
the collective diffusion coefficient as14

DC5
1

kBTukT

t0

4N Fcg~0!12(
k51

`

cg~kt0!G ~6!

in terms of the generalized flux correlation functions

cg~ t !5^Jg~ tm1t !•Jg~ tm!&, ~7!

where we have defined the generalized fluxJg(tm)
[dRcm(tm)/t0 . Again it is obvious that in the limit where
t0→0, this reduces to the familiar Kubo–Green formula
Eq. ~3! for a continuous case.14 Also it is worthwhile point-
ing out that in the limit of small time stepst0 for systems
that can be described by a lattice-gas description, the lea
term cg(0)5a2GN/t0 .14 Thereforecg(0)}G in analogy to
the case of tracer diffusion. The remaining termscg(t) for
t.0 characterize dynamical correlations between conse
tive displacements of the center-of-mass of the adlayer.

C. Time scales

In practice, the choice of the time stept0 is not trivial
and requires some discussion. First, we wish to empha
that the memory expansions forDT @Eq. ~4!# and DC @Eq.
~6!# are formally exact for anyt0 . Yet its practical choice is
dictated by the minimization of computational cost. Ve
small values oft0 provide an overwhelming amount of in
formation of particle displacements, which is not necess
in calculating the diffusion coefficients. On the other han
very large values oft0 are also not very efficient. For calcu
lation of DT andDC , it is in most cases best to uset0 which
is larger than a typical microscopic time scale, but less th
the time it takes for the correlation functions to dec
away.14 The situation is slightly different when one aims
calculate the generalized velocity and flux correlation fun
tionsfg(t) andcg(t). In principle, in this caset0 should be
as small as possible to provide the best possible approx
tion of the true correlation functionsf(t) andc(t). In prac-
tice, however, we have found that time steps of reasona
large size@of the order of 10 Monte Carlo steps~MCS’s! or
more20# lead to fg(t) which is essentially identical with
f(t). This can be verified by calculating the incoherent sc
tering function whose memory function yieldsf(t).4,24 In
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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principle, a similar comparison can be made betweencg(t)
and the coherent scattering function whose memory func
yieldsc(t).4,24 In practice, however, this comparison is ve
difficult to make due to noise that renders the calculation
memory functions within the Laplace description imprac
cal, and has therefore not been done in the present wor

D. Analysis of power-law behavior

It is well known that extracting exponents from th
power-law type of behavior of correlation functions is a d
ficult task due to e.g. crossover effects and noise. In
work, we have addressed this problem by analyzing
power-law behavior of the velocity and the flux correlati
functions by two different means. We have first conside
fg(t) vs time t on a log–log scale, and extracted the exp
nent x from a regime where its instantaneous value~over a
narrow time window! fluctuates around a constant level. Th
approach was used in our recent studies wherefg(t) was
demonstrated to decay like a power law.14 Second, we have
made use of the fact thatfg(t50) is a finite but usually
large factor with regard to other terms at timest.0. If this is
the case, then the large leading term may prevent a reli
determination ofx at intermediate times. To consider th
possibility, we have describedfg(t) by25

fg~ t !5
fg~0!

11Atx
, ~8!

which leads to an asymptotic decayfg(t);t2x for Atx@1.
In a similar fashion, we used the two approaches to ana
the power-law behavior ofcg(t).

In the present work, we have found that the two a
proaches suggested above are mutually consistent and
results forx andy that are equal within the error bars. How
ever, in some cases we have found that the second appr
detects the initial power-law behavior better than the fi
one. For such situations, we define the correlation functi

f̃g~ t ![F fg~ t !

fg~0!G
21

21 ~9!

and

c̃g~ t ![F cg~ t !

cg~0!G
21

21, ~10!

whose results will be presented below when appropri
Evidently these correlation functions are expected to beh
as f̃g(t);tx and c̃g(t);ty at intermediate times.

III. MODEL SYSTEMS

A. Adsorption system O ÕW„110…

We first study the diffusion of oxygen adatoms on
W~110! surface in a lattice-gas model with Monte Carlo d
namics. The oxygen–oxygen interaction Hamiltonian co
tains pair interactions and also a contribution from thr
body interactions that are important at large coverag
These lead to the appearance of a number of ordered ph
and coexistence regions such that the resulting phase
gram shown in Fig. 1 is in close agreement with the exp
Downloaded 12 Feb 2010 to 192.38.67.112. Redistribution subject to AIP
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mental observations26–28for the O/W~110! system. Details of
this model system and the Hamiltonian parameters can
found elsewhere.23,29

We wish to stress that in Monte Carlo studies of dynam
cal properties such as velocity correlations and diffusion
efficients, the specification of the interaction parameters
the lattice-gas Hamiltonian is not alone sufficient. The resu
also depend on the choice of transition probabilities wh
determine the dynamics in a given system.30 In the present
work, we have used the so-called Transition Dynamics
gorithm which models diffusion as a thermally activated p
cess over a diffusion barrier, whose height depends on
adatom–adatom interactions as well as the adiabatic
strate potential. Further details and additional reference
this approach can be found in Refs. 29 and 30, where
have introduced this method and justified its use by vari
comparisons to other dynamical algorithms and models s
ied via molecular dynamics simulations.

In the present study we will first concentrate on the te
perature dependence of velocity correlations as one co
from the high-temperature disordered phase down to var
ordered phases at lower temperatures. To this end, we
sider three different cases~see Fig. 1!:

1~a! The first case is at a coverage ofu50.45, where
there is a continuous phase transition from the disorde
phase atT.710 K to an orderedp(231) phase between
420 K,T,710 K. At lower temperatures, there is a coexi
ence of thep(231) and DO phases through a first-ord
boundary at about 420 K.

1~b! At a slightly higher coverage ofu50.55, we start
from the DO phase atT.720 K and then go continuousl
down to thep(231) phase at lower temperatures. At ve
low temperatures (T,250 K), there is yet another coexis
ence phase.

1~c! Eventually, we consider the high-coverage case
u50.85 which is characterized by the DO phase at tempe
turesT.270 K and a coexistence phase below this tempe
ture.

Second, we additionally consider the coverage dep

FIG. 1. A schematic phase diagram of the O/W~110! system in theT–u
plane. DO denotes the disordered region,p(231) andp(232) denote the
ordered phases, andCXi with i 51,2,3 are coexistence phases. Snapshot
ideal ordered phases are also shown, the occupied and vacant adso
sites denoted by filled and open circles, respectively. The coverage reg
1~a!–1~c! and the temperature regimes 2~a!–2~b! ~see Sec. III A! studied in
this work are shown with dashed–dotted and dashed lines, respectivel
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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dence of the correlation functions at two different tempe
ture regions at reasonably low temperatures. These reg
are characterized by the following features~see again Fig. 1!:

2~a! The first temperature region at 590 K is charact
ized by a disordered phase~DO! at low coverages, from
which it crosses over to an orderedp(231) phase atu
50.35. At higher coverages, there is another transition to
orderedp(232) phase atu50.59, which in turn crosse
over to a disordered phase atu50.78. All these transitions
are continuous.

2~b! In the second region around 465 K, there is agai
disordered phase at very low coverages. At 0.12<u<0.45,
there is a coexistence phase of the DO and thep(231)
phases bounded by first order phase transition bounda
Thep(231) phase aroundu50.5 then crosses continuous
over to thep(232) phase atu50.63, which in turn crosse
continuously over to the disordered phase atu50.81.

Finally, for the purpose of forthcoming discussion, w
show in Fig. 2 results for the effective average energy
adatom

Eeff[
1

N

^H&
kBT

, ~11!

whereH is the Hamiltonian of the present model system29

We may conclude that attractive adatom–adatom inte
tions dominate at small coverages, while at large covara
the behavior of the system is governed by repulsive inte
tions.

B. Model polymer system

Additionally, we study a model of flexible, chainlik
molecules on flat surfaces. The chains are modeled by the
fluctuating-bond model with Monte Carlo dynamics,31,32 in
which each segment excludes four nearest and next-ne
neighbor sites on a square lattice. The exclusion induce
strong entropic repulsion between the molecules eve
there are no direct interactions present. The repuls
strongly influences diffusion in this system, and has be
studied in detail in Ref. 33. In this work, we concentrate
the case where there is an additional direct Lennard-Jo

FIG. 2. Results for the average energy per adatom with respect to the
responding thermal energy,Eeff[^H&/kBTN whereH is the Hamiltonian of
the direct adatom–adatom interactions in the O/W~110! model system~Ref.
29!. The results for the coverage dependence ofE are shown in the main
figure, while the temperature dependence is illustrated in the inset.
Downloaded 12 Feb 2010 to 192.38.67.112. Redistribution subject to AIP
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~LJ! type of attraction between the segments of differe
chains. This model allows a systematic tuning of the int
play between repulsive and attractive interactions. Details
the model and parameters can be found in Ref. 14.

IV. RESULTS FOR VELOCITY CORRELATIONS IN
TRACER DIFFUSION

A. Results for the model system O ÕW„110…

To determine the decay of the generalized velocity c
relation function, we calculatedfg(t) with a time step of
t051 MCS over a wide temperature and coverage range
explained in Sec. III A. The correlation functionfg(t) has a
positive leading termfg(0) and a negative tail at timest
.0, where the tail arises from backcorrelation effects t
are typical for tracer diffusion.23 Thus we simplify the analy-
sis by omitting the leading term and only consider the t
fg(t.0). Equation ~9! then comes into the formf̃g(t)
5@fg(t11)/fg(1)#2121, where the timet is now given in
units of one MCS per particle. Typical results forf̃g(t) are
shown in Fig. 3. We find that after some small crosso
time, a power-law formf̃g(t)}tx develops at intermediate
times, and is the essence of the following discussion.

1. Temperature dependence

In all cases, we have determined the effective exponex
from the intermediate time regime in which the power-la
form f̃g(t)}tx ~as well as the decayfg(t)}t2x! holds true
to a good degree of approximation. Results forx as a func-
tion of temperature atu50.45, u50.55, andu50.85 are
shown in Fig. 4. Additionally there are some configurati
snapshots in Fig. 5 to illustrate typical superstructures
which adatoms diffuse.

First, let us focus on the high-temperature limit whic
corresponds to the well-known Langmuir gas model,
which adatoms interact only via a hard-core interaction
forbid double occupancy of lattice sites. In this limit it can b
shown from an analytical solution off(t) that there is a
power-law type of intermediate decay with an exponenx
'2 for large coverages.20,34,35The exponentx'2 therefore

or-
FIG. 3. Typical results for the decay off̃g(t) at T5465 K in the O/W~110!
model system up to times, where the noise becomes too pronounce
where the decay starts to cross over to an exponential form. Results
shown for four coverages from top to bottom:u50.84, 0.74, 0.59, and 0.54
Full lines are fits to the data. Some curves have been shifted for clarity
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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characterizes adatom diffusion within a totally disorder
phase. In the present case for the O/W~110! model, we find
that x→2 at high temperatures as shown in Fig. 4.

At lower temperatures, the effects of direct adatom
adatom interactions and ordering come into play a
strongly influence the behavior ofx. This is clearly demon-
strated in Fig. 4. Atu50.45, the decay exponentx decreases
monotonously as the temperature is decreased to about
K, after which a further decrease ofT leads to an increase o
x. It is worthwhile pointing out that there is no drastic chan
in the behavior ofx around the continuous phase boundary
T5710 K, whereas a dip inx seems to coincide with the
first-order phase boundary between thep(231) phase and
the coexistence between the DO and thep(231) phases.
One way to analyze this behavior is to consider interact
effects. As is evident from Fig. 2, the phase behavior au
50.45 is dominated by attractive interactions whose role
comes more important with decreasing temperatures. Th
tractive interactions lead to a slower decay of velocity c

FIG. 4. Results for the temperature dependence of the fitted decay exp
x at coveragesu50.45,u50.55, andu50.85 in the O/W~110! model sys-
tem. Error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols.

FIG. 5. Configuration snapshots at three different coverages and four
peratures. Occupied adsorption sites are denoted by filled circles.
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relations with respect to the Langmuir gas limit, and a
manifested as a decreasing exponentx,2. This suggests tha
the strength of effective interactions is the main factor t
dominates the behavior ofx. However, this is not entirely
true, since atT5420 K the correlation betweenE and x
breaks up. This is the first indication of the role played
ordering effectsthat give rise to peculiar correlations be
tween consecutive displacements of the tagged particle
therefore also affect the behavior ofx. Indeed, atT5420 K
one enters the coexistence phase in which diffusion proce
mainly by the motion of adparticles within the DO phas
Therefore, although the effective adatom–adatom inter
tions tend to be more and more attractive as the tempera
is lowered, the decay exponent tends to increase towarx
'2 due to the DO phase within the coexistence region.

The situation atu50.55 differs very clearly from the
previous case in two respects. First, at temperatures 10
,T,1400 K in the disordered phase we findx*2. This be-
havior is characteristic for systems that are dominated
repulsive interactions20 beyond those within the hard-cor
repulsion. In the present case, we find from Fig. 2 that
role of repulsive interactions builds up atu.0.50, and is
probably the reason for the exponentx*2 observed. Thus
there seems to be a crossover from the high-temperature
havior (x.2) in the DO phase to a low-temperature beha
ior (x,2) in the orderedp(231) phase. Another majo
difference concerns the low-temperature behavior atT
,580 K. In this region, we find a crossover from 2D adato
diffusion above 580 K to effectively 1D diffusion below thi
crossover temperature. This drastic change in the diffus
behavior is clearly demonstrated by the snapshots in Fig
This finding is also in agreement with previous studies,
which we observed that right aboveu50.50 at 590 K, there
are just a few adatoms that perform effectively on
dimensional diffusion along the channels in thep(231)
phase.23 The crossover from 2D to 1D diffusion is furthe
more very clear, and is supported by recent studies of di
tional correlations under similar conditions.23 Therefore
since we do observe a power-law decay offg(t) but with a
small exponent 0.6,x,1, we conclude that exponentsx
,1 are typical for situations in which adatom diffusion
effectively one-dimensional. In the present case, we furth
more expect that decreasingT below 250 K would lead to an
increase ofx, since then one would enter the coexisten
region between thep(231) andp(232) phases, in which
diffusion is at least in part two-dimensional in character.

The last example atu50.85 is in agreement with previ
ous conclusions. We first findx'2 at very high temperature
in the disordered phase. Then lowering the temperatur
about 800 K leads to an increase ofx up to about 2.4 as a
result of repulsive interactions, whose role becomes m
pronounced at lower temperatures as is illustrated in the i
of Fig. 2. Then, a further decrease ofT leads to a decrease o
x as the system developsshort-range orderin the vicinity of
the phase boundary between thep(232) and DO phases
~see snapshots in Fig. 5!. This is just another sign of orderin
effects, which again are competing with predominant int
action effects.
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2. Coverage dependence

We next consider the coverage dependence of the d
exponentx at T5590 K andT5465 K ~see the phase dia
gram in Fig. 1!. As is evident from Fig. 6, in both cases th
coverage dependence ofx is very similar. First the exponen
x decreases at small coverages, then increases frou
'0.35 to u'0.5, and then drops dramatically to a sm
value. Eventually larger coverages lead to an exponenx
larger than two. Obviously the behavior ofx is rather com-
plex and its interpretation is nontrivial. However, based
our discussion and results above, we suggest the follow
picture.

At very small coverages one finds the system in the d
ordered phase where the role of ordering is not relev
Thus the behavior ofx at smallu can be attributed to attrac
tive interactions, which dominate the system in the dilu
limit. So, as the attractive adatom–adatom interactions
come more significant, they lead to a decrease ofx with an
increasing coverage. Aroundu50.35 atT5590 K, however,
one enters thep(231) phase and consequently the behav
of x is now governed by ordering. In the present case
leads to an increasingx for 0.35<u<0.50, giving rise to a
maximum in x around the ideal coverage of thep(231)
phase. This maximum relates to enhanced backjump cor
tions in the adparticle motion, which in the present case
strongest aroundu51/2.29,39 At u50.50, the situation
changes drastically as diffusion changes from a 2D to a
process, thus leading to a very small exponentx for 0.50
,u,0.60. Finally, at large coveragesu.0.60, the role of
repulsive interactions becomes more and more important
leads to an increasing exponent which eventually beco
larger than 2.

This view relies partly on our previous conclusions r
garding the temperature dependence, but it is also suppo
by our interaction results shown in Fig. 2. Although the u
derstanding of the intermediate-coverage behavior is still
complete, we can conclude that the intermediate decay
of f̃g(t) depends very strongly on the ordering of the s
tem. In the disordered phase, ordering plays no signific
role and then the nature of interactions seems to be a s
cient criterion to determine the region ofx: For repulsive
interactions we findx*2, while attractive interactions lea

FIG. 6. Results for the coverage dependence of the decay exponenx at
temperatureT5465 K andT5590 K. Error bars are approximately of th
size of the symbols.
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to x,2. In ordered phases, however, the same idea is
sufficient for a proper description ofx. Namely, if one con-
siders the case at high coverage and at low temperature,
the system is dominated by repulsive interactions but still
find x,2 within the ordered phases and in the vicinity
phase boundaries. Therefore,within the ordered phases, our
present results are in favor of an idea thatthe behavior of x is
governed by ordering effectsthat determine the local struc
ture in which adatoms diffuse, while the nature of intera
tions is less important. This idea is supported by additio
studies within a lattice-gas model which includes repuls
nearest-neighbor interactions only. This model correspo
to an antiferromagnetic Ising model and is known to hav
disordered phase at high temperatures, and an orderedc(2
32) phase at lowT. Using this model, we have foundx
.2 above the order–disorder transition temperature anx
,2 at intermediate coverages at low temperatures within
orderedc(232) phase,36 in agreement with the interpreta
tion above.

B. Results for the model polymer system

All the results forfg(t) shown here have been reporte
in a previous publication.20 For the sake of completenes
however, we summarize these results very briefly. They
in complete qualitative agreement with the results for
O/W~110! system.

In the numerical calculations, we usedt0510 MCS. In
all cases studied, we again found a power-law decayfg(t)
}t2x at intermediate times, with an exponentx whose value
depends on the interaction strength. At a fixed coveragu
50.25, we foundx52.060.1 in the athermal limit,x51.7
60.2 for a weak attractive interaction between the segme
of different chains, andx51.560.2 for strongly attractive
chains. Since there are no ordered phases under presen
cumstances, we can conclude that the effective valuex
decreaseswhen attractive interactions become stronger.

We also studied howf(t) depends onu. To this end, we
used the model without direct interactions, in which case
entropic interchain repulsion increases with coverage.33 We
found exponentsx52.060.1, 2.660.2, and 2.660.4 for u
50.25, 0.5, and 0.75 in respective order. These results i
cate that the effectivex may be larger than two with increas
ing repulsion.

V. RESULTS FOR VELOCITY CORRELATIONS IN
COLLECTIVE DIFFUSION

A. Results for the model system O ÕW„110…

We next considered the decay of velocity correlations
collective diffusion by calculatingcg(t) numerically with a
time step oft051 MCS. Instead of considering a wide re
gion of parameter space, we decided to focus on the cau
50.55 and to determinecg(t) as accurately as possible at
few temperatures only. This choice is due to the fact th
unlike fg(t),cg(t) is a collective quantity and therefore it
accurate determination requires extensive computationa
forts. Furthermore the memory effects in collective diffusi
are much weaker than those in tracer diffusion,14 which
means that *0

t cg(t8)dt8 converges much faster tha
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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*0
t fg(t8)dt8. This implies that the time window in which

power-law decay is expected to hold, is considerably n
rower in case ofcg(t).

The correlation functioncg(t) was found to have a posi
tive leading termcg(0) and a negative tail at timest.0.
Typical results forcg(t) are shown in Fig. 7. We find tha
after a very small crossover time, an effective power-l
form cg(t)}t2y develops at intermediate times. The exp
nenty was found to decrease monotonically as the temp
ture is lowered from high to low temperatures: we foundy
51.2360.05 atT5676 K andy51.0260.10 atT5270 K.
Therefore, to make the story brief, we conclude that the
sults for cg(t) are in qualitative agreement with previou
results forcg(t) and suggest thaty is nonuniversal and thu
subject to interaction effects.

B. Results for the model polymer system

To complement previous studies, we carried out ad
tional simulations for the model polymer system. We fi
considered the model without direct interactions and var
the coverageu. As shown in Fig. 8, there is an approxima
power-law decaycg(t);t2y at relatively short times. The
time window in which the power-law decay is observed
very narrow, since the memory effects in collective diffusi

FIG. 7. Typical results for the decay ofcg(t);t2y at three temperatures a
u50.55 in the O/W~110! model system. Full lines are fits to the data a
correspond to exponentsy51.23(T5676 K), y51.12(T5507 K), and
y51.02(T5270 K). The lowest curve has been shifted for clarity.

FIG. 8. Results for the decay ofcg(t);t2y in the model polymer system
Results are shown for the cases~a! u50.40 and~b! u50.65 without direct
interactions, and~c! at u50.40 for strongly attractive chains.
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are very weak.14 This, again, implies that the computation
effort in studies ofcg(t) is extensive, and makes an accura
determination ofy very difficult. In the present case, w
found exponentsy51.860.1 atu50.40 andy52.060.1 at
u50.65. This behavior is in agreement with results for t
decay offg(t). Additionally, we studied the decay ofcg(t)
for strongly attractive chains and foundy51.560.1 at u
50.40, again in agreement with the behavior offg(t).
These results confirm that the decay ofcg(t) follows, quali-
tatively, the same behavior as the decay of velocity corre
tions in tracer diffusion.

VI. DISCUSSION

It is widely accepted that in various surface systems a
toms move by a sequence of jumps from one adsorption
to another. In these cases, one often assumes that each
is thermally activated and characterized by a well-defin
activation barrier. Consecutive jumps by the adatom, in tu
are often assumed to be uncorrelated events just like
random walk. Due to its simplicity, this idea is often used
analyze experimental data in the context of Arrhenius
scription, thus yielding some activation barrier for the diff
sion process. Despite its common use, this approach is p
lematic for two reasons. First, recent studies ha
demonstrated that interactions with other adatoms affect
potential energy surface felt by the tagged adatom.37,38

Therefore even in the low-coverage limit,38 the diffusion bar-
rier extracted from an Arrhenius analysis is some comp
average of various activation barriers rather than a w
defined activation energy of some individual process. S
ond, interactions with neighboring adatoms also influen
the motion of the tagged adatom, leading to a fact that t
adatom executescorrelated jumpsfrom one adsorption site
to another. In the present work as well as in recent works,
have demonstrated14,23,29,39that these correlations~memory
effects! can become very important for strongly interactin
systems, and may even change the effective Arrhenius
riers significantly.23,39

In this paper, we have considered such memory effe
on a very general level, namely, in terms of velocity cor
lations which actually give rise to the diffusion coefficien
in the first place. We have first generalized the conventio
definition of velocity autocorrelation functions to those co
responding to discrete time steps. These generalized cor
tion functions, namely,fg(t) for tracer diffusion andcg(t)
for collective diffusion, are defined in terms of adatom d
placements during a given time interval, and can therefore
directly related to experimental measurements. Then,
have demonstrated through the study of two strongly in
acting model systems how the memory effects manif
themselves in a nontrivial temporal behavior offg(t) and
cg(t). In cases where the interparticle interactions are
portant, we find that bothfg(t) andcg(t) display a transient
nonexponential regime at intermediate times, well appro
mated by algebraic decays of the formfg(t);t2x and
cg(t);t2y. This behavior is most pronounced infg(t) for
tracer diffusion, where the memory effects seem to be m
stronger than in collective diffusion. Based on our studi
the decay exponentx is approximately two in totally disor-
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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dered phases as characterized by the Langmuir gas m
while predominantly attractive~repulsive! adatom–adatom
interactions within the disordered phase tend to decrease~in-
crease! this exponent. In ordered phases, the case is differ
Then we found that the behavior ofx depends very much on
the ordering of the system, leading to 1,x,2 in phases
where diffusion is truly two-dimensional. Under circum
stances where diffusion of adatoms is one-dimensional, h
ever, we found strong evidence for a regime that is cha
terized by a very small exponentx,1. The conclusion tha
can be drawn from the present work is that, within a dis
dered phase, the behavior ofx is related to the nature o
predominant interactions, while in ordered phasesx is mainly
governed by the local ordering of the adlayer. This should
particularly useful from the experimental point of view
obtain information about the ordering and the nature of p
dominant interactions between the adparticles.

The results presented here seem to indicate that a
exponential intermediate time dependence of the velo
correlation functions is a general feature in dissipative
adsorption systems, and arises from the backcorrelation
fect in the absence of hydrodynamic interactions and con
vation laws. We note that in such systems, there is an a
tional source of memory effects through the coupling to
underlying substrate excitations which has been so far s
ied only in the case of individual adatoms.16 Such memory
effects are likely to play a role at times that are compara
to the vibrational motion of adparticles, and are therefore
accounted for in the present work. It is interesting to n
that when hydrodynamic interactions are present, interm
ate power-law decay off(t) has also been observed in di
sipative 2D hard sphere fluids,21 and in diffusive particle
dynamics under steady-state sedimentation conditions.25 It
would be of theoretical interest to understand these eff
through further analytic work. The memory effects cou
also be measured directly by experimental techniques s
as STM. Admittedly, the requirement of high coverage
sizable memory effects would make the task of identifyi
and following specific adparticles difficult in a STM exper
ment. The most favorable condition would be for syste
where there are long-range interactions such as dipo
dipole interactions between adsorbed alkali metals. For th
systems, the memory effect should manifest itself at re
tively low coverages.
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